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Background and Process
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Background
• The Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) programme seeks to address the transport issues that are
impacting on Wellington city. Key outcomes are improving liveability, economic growth and productivity,
safety and resilience for business and residents of the Wellington region and addressing the potentially
conflicting needs of pedestrians, private and public vehicles and cyclists.

• To date (2016) the LGWM programme has gathered feedback from the people of Wellington through a
comprehensive public engagement campaign – this included surveys and meeting with a wide range of
people, groups and organisations across the city and region. Public seminars and Workshops with key
stakeholders have also been held. Community feedback has involved over 10,000 people so far and has
informed the development of 12 guiding urban design and transport principles.

• The next stage of the LGWM programme is to develop solutions to the problems identified and continue to
consult and include the community and stakeholders throughout this next stage.

• As part of this process, LGWM held three Workshops with community and stakeholder representatives to
gauge their initial response to four possible future focus areas. The purpose or objectives of the
Workshops were to:

• Gain insights and feedback and help shape material for wider public engagement later in the year.
• The Workshops were not about making decisions; they were an opportunity for LGWM to listen and be
guided by community input.
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Reporting
• This document contains the feedback and findings from three Workshops with community and stakeholder
representatives to test response to four possible future focus areas.

• During the Workshops, participants were presented with material and asked to respond individually – via a
self completion worksheet – and, collectively, via group discussions – to the information.

• The material presented to participants, and their responses to it, are clearly differentiated throughout this
document:

• Charts labelled – presented to Workshop – is the material presented to participants in all Workshops;
• Charts labelled – feedback - include a summary of the feedback to the material presented, from
participants all three Workshops;

• Charts labelled – UMR Conclusions – summarise the feedback into key findings and issues to consider
moving forward.
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Workshops - participants
•

Three Workshops:
1 - Key Stakeholders; invited by LGWM.
2 - Interested Public (randomly selected by UMR Research) and some key Stakeholders (invited by LGWM).
3 - General Public (randomly selected by UMR Research):
• Included a mix of age, gender and transport mode use.

•

From central and suburban Wellington, Porirua, Kapiti and the Hutt Valley.

•

All Workshops were held at the West Plaza Hotel on the 29 (Workshop One) and 30th March (Workshop Two) and
the 5th April 2017 (Workshop Three).

•

The Workshops were run by UMR Research and facilitated by UMR and LGWM team members.
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Workshop - process
•

Welcome and introduction

•

Overview of:
•

Engagement so far and where the LGWM team have got to

•

Problems in a nutshell

•

LGWM objectives

•

LGWM Guiding Principles

•

Focus Areas:

•
•
•

Explanation of the focus areas and why LGWM has chosen them
Individual self completions and group discussion of current / low / medium and high actions

•

And, the impacts / implications when wearing a different ‘hat’ to their own eg. people cycling, people walking,
people driving cars, people taking public transport and goods/freight
Exploring interdependencies

•

Wrap up
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Focus Areas
Key Themes, Preferences and
Interdependencies
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Four Focus Areas for Wellington – presented to the Workshop
•

Drawing on community and stakeholder feedback plus analysis LGWM developed a number of focus areas to help structure
their thinking:
•

Better Public Transport

•

Improving the State Highway

•

Active Transport Improvements (Active Walking and Cycling)

•

Managing Travel Demand

•

Within each focus area there are a range of interventions that can be taken; high medium and low

•

The Workshops explored the focus areas with participants to get their feedback on the interventions which could be taken,
including:

•

What worked, what didn’t work, clarity and what additional information was needed

•

How the focus areas worked with each other – the interdependencies

•

The findings will inform LGWM approach and content for future public engagement

•

Summaries of Workshop attendees’ preferences for the intervention levels for each focus area, are included in the next four
slides.
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Key Themes and Preferences
Better Public Transport
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You said you want

 More public transport
routes
 Higher frequency, more
reliable, more efficient
public transport
 More affordable public
transport

• Improved public transport services, infrastructure and facilities in central
Wellington
• Improved public transport attractiveness, reliability, and journey times
• Greater use of public transport across the region

High

Medium

What’s happening now

 Simpler Wellington City bus
network: less bus
congestion along core
routes, more reliable
services reach more people
more often
 One smart card for all
buses
 Bus vehicle upgrades
 Ongoing rail improvements

Low

 Create more kerbside bus
lanes along the “spine”:
 some mixing with general
traffic
 buses have priority at
some intersections
 More PT use encouraged eg.
 park & ride
 better connections for
walking, cycling, catching
buses to stations
 Integrated fares and
ticketing for all PT

 Create continuous side or
centre-running bus lanes
along the “spine”
 minimal mixing with
general traffic
 buses have priority at
most intersections
 More PT use encouraged eg.
 More park & ride
 Better connections
 Integrated fares and
ticketing for all PT
 Future-proof for light rail

 Create continuous side or
centre-running bus lanes
along the “spine”
 no mixing with general
traffic
 buses have priority at all
intersections
 More PT use encouraged eg.
 More park & ride
 Better connections
 Integrated fares and
ticketing for all PT
 Future-proof for light rail

Public
transport
spine

Better Public Transport – What works? – feedback
• Overall, the outcomes are good and logical:
• They acknowledge the importance of public transport (PT) as a total transport solution; less congestion,
less pollution, fewer crashes etc.

• Better public transport is critical for getting people around the city; workers, shoppers, tourists, students,
residents etc.

• This would be a positive step towards a better Wellington
• However, people have very high expectations for what an improved service will look like, including:
• A faster, frequent and more efficient service
• A regional focus; CBD / Golden Mile is the hub, not the solution
• A clean, comfortable 21st century service with fully integrated system/ ticketing, access to Wi-Fi / Eftpos,
PayWave, accurate real time information etc.

• A seamless service; avoiding transfers improves user experience

• And they wonder if the proposals are bold enough and go far enough given future regional economic and
population projections?
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Better Public Transport – What doesn’t work? - feedback
• How does it work in practice? What are the logistics? How much faster / better will it be in reality?
•
•
•
•
•

We live in a car oriented society? Private cars are a legitimate transport option
Wellington has limited road space
There are practicalities to consider; width of roads and other road users

Cost realities; there is no magic wand; will commuters be expected to pay and compensate for other
users eg. Gold Card Holders, Students etc.
Focus is very narrow - what about the suburbs and the region?

• Bus focus; buses are unpleasant and dangerous in the street environment - LRT (Mass transit) is still a
vague promise

• This does not define the problem or ask what type of PT people want; what is an ‘attractive’ service?

• Will this mean a better PT service to / from the Airport?
Taking all feedback into consideration, the PT ideal is:
• Frequent, all day, every day, connected services, on exclusive rights of way, with priority over other
traffic, covering the Wellington region … without adversely affecting other road users.
• Easier and more cost effective than driving.
• Comfortable and convenient.
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Better Public Transport

}

Current Situation - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• There are cost implications inherent in any

• Can’t argue with any of the options, but put

options

• Existing bus lanes work well in peak hour;
there is no need for 24 hour use

• There is limited space for adding bus lanes
• The current road layout does not work well
for any road user; need to take a much more
holistic approach

off by cost and practicality concerns

• One smart card for all buses will help, but
connectivity across all PT the ideal

• And, make paying easier and 21st century;
Eftpos/Pay Wave (especially for visitors to
the city)

• Standard maintenance – bus upgrades and
rail improvements – are necessary and
expected regardless of which option is
chosen
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Better Public Transport

}

Low Intervention - feedback
General Public

Stakeholders / Interested Public

• Could happen now without too much
investment / disruption

• Need solutions now and these are possible

• Medium and High are too long term; no
focus on immediate future

• Suspect high is impossible to achieve

• Sufficient if other focus areas are addressed
• Centre-running the ideal but kerbside bus
lanes are the most practical for space
reasons

• Integrated fares and ticketing and better
connections are important to improve speed
and convenience

• Worry about safety/ practicalities of mixing
more buses and people/bikes/cars

• Park and Rides are inconvenient and require
a family to have an additional car; need
destination to destination
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Better Public Transport

}

Medium Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• Realistic about limited corridor with multiple

• Future proofing for light rail is encouraging;

users – suspect high is impossible to achieve
in Wellington i.e. limited road space

• Should not impact /compromise the SH
• Good enough to make a difference; could
implement now without too much disruption

• More future proof (than low); allows for
possible rail options

• Acknowledges that some general mixing of
traffic will be necessary

• Less congestion is also an achievable
outcome

but what does this mean in reality?

• More practical (than high) but are
continuous centre-running
practical and achievable?

bus

lanes

• Minimal mixing with traffic would speed up
journey times

• Clearways / bus lanes for buses at peak
hours only

• Encourage bus drivers to be more polite and
aware of other traffic i.e. not stopping in the
middle of the road
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Better Public Transport

}

High Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

• Only high capacity PT can effectively move
large number of people

• High promises more capacity

• Making multi modal transport easier
• Future proofing for a ‘mass transit’ option
i.e. a system which moves as many people,
quickly, safely and conveniently, as possible

• Minimal / no mixing - dedicated bus lanes

General Public

• Centre running would speed up passage
through the central city

• Only option to encourage more people to
use PT, but does Wellington have the
population to support?

• Assume this means more frequent buses to
fill (justify) the extra space taken by bus
lanes?

• Buses support compactness; fit more people
in than cars

• Frees up freight / commercial interests
• Facilitate faster access to key points
• If buses are given priority, it will be perceived
as a priority option
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Better Public Transport
Logic of PT must clearly explained and followed through,
including reassurance:

• That other routes, options, paths have been
considered and proof that the objective is moving
people to lots of different places, not just moving lots
of people

• Other options have been / are being considered eg.
LRT / Ferry to Miramar Wharf

• A cohesive approach; more use / promotion of
different transport options

• There is a wider / regional focus than just the Golden

•

}

What else do people need to know? –
feedback

• That bus lane interventions will deliver the benefits
needed to compensate for cost and disruption

• That buses are faster and cleaner - is diesel the best
and healthiest option if we need to take a climate
action / reduce greenhouse gas emissions?

• Future proofing and flexibility to adapt to Wellington
unique geography and road situation (width/ gradient
etc.) and changing / evolving needs going forward Capacity will be increased to meet demand /
resilience

• Needs of other road users have been considered and

Mile – i.e. unbroken, regional spine to the airport:

will be catered for eg. cyclists / walkers:

• Interconnectivity across TA’s and agencies
• There will be better connections across the region

• Accessibility for all; young and old, disabled, mums

and between multiple modes
Affordability; equitable fare structures eg. student
fares

with kids, people with dogs is a priority

• School traffic and parking issues

• How about a simple, comprehensive and real time
app?
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Better Public Transport - Impact on Other Transport
Users - feedback
Road User

People who drive

People who walk

Potential Impacts

•
•

Motorcyclists who can use bus lanes
Less congestion if everyone else uses PT

•

Car drivers may be disadvantaged if there is less room and buses have priority at
intersections

•
•
•

Kerbside buses are easier to board
Good PT is an enabler of walking
May encourage less car dependency and make people more likely to walk (some of
the way)

•
•
•
•
•

Difficulty crossing roads; spine must provide more crossing points
Limited space for pedestrians especially Willis Street
More passengers clogging up pavement at bus stops
Diesel buses are smelly / unpleasant
Faster buses are dangerous for pedestrians
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Better Public Transport - Impact on Other Transport
Users - feedback
Road User

Potential Impacts
•

Potentially less cars and bikes and buses segregated; safer cycling environment

People who ride bikes

•

More buses; buses having priority at intersections / cycling behind a diesel bus / can’t
take bikes on buses to encourage shared PT and Active Transport / not enough space
for cyclists / shared bus and bike lanes are scary

Goods and freight

•
•
•

Potentially share bus lanes – at certain times?
Less congestion
Speed of delivery may increase

•

Potential loss of kerbside parking is a concern

•
•

A good system now but, potentially, a quicker journey, less waiting, more convenient,
more practical
Future proofing for LRT (increased future demand)

•

Minimal mixing with traffic may not be practical

People who take public
transport
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Better public transport – summary of intervention preference
- feedback
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Key Themes
Improving the State Highway
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You said you want
 Less traffic congestion
 Better access to
important regional
destinations eg. such as
the port, hospital, airport
and CBD

• Improve SH1 as the main route through and to the central city
• Provide more reliable access to key destinations within the city and the
southern and eastern suburbs
High
Medium

What’s happening now
 Minor operational
improvements

Low

 Vivian St: remove parking
and create peak-time
clearways to increase
capacity
 Basin Reserve: change
road layout & operations
to increase throughput no

physical separation of
north-south from eastwest traffic

 Vivian St: remove parking
to create an extra lane
 Basin Reserve: physically
separate east-west traffic
from north-south traffic
 Build a second Mt Vic
Tunnel

 Build a second Terrace
Tunnel
 Physically separate SH1
traffic at critical intersections
between the Terrace Tunnel
and the Basin.
 Basin Reserve: physically
separate east-west traffic
from north-south traffic
 Build a second Mt Vic Tunnel

 Create extra lanes from Mt
 Create extra lanes from Mt
Vic to Cobham Drive + new
walking, cycling and bus
Vic to Cobham Drive +
facilities
new walking, cycling and

bus facilities

State
Highway
route
through
central
Wellington

Terrace Tunnel

Vivian St

Basin Reserve

Karo Drive

Mt Vic Tunnel

Cobham Drive

Improving The State
Highway

}

What works and doesn’t work? feedback

What Works

What Doesn’t work

• Cannot minimize / reduce cars in the CBD

• Disconnect with current thinking; can’t ‘afford’

unless there is a good SH1 all the way to the
airport

• This is a critical / regional issue which has to
be resolved

• Getting traffic through / around Wellington
as quickly as possible has a multitude of
benefits for all users and the Wellington
public / visitors

• This will help to make Wellington more
resilient

• Fantastic; visionary to separate the traffic
from cyclists and pedestrian

more private vehicles; space
environmental factors to consider

/

fuel

/

• Narrow focus / disconnect with wider region;
need better connections to regional CBDs

• Wellington is a series of bottlenecks;
geographic and historical (infrastructure) issues
are at play. This means the approach must be
consistent and holistic or will means ongoing
problems now and into the future

• Does Wellington (the Govt) have the money?
• This will mean more traffic in Wellington; more
roads equals more cars

• What about climate change / environmental
considerations?
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Improving The State
Highway

}

Current Situation - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• Backward thinking - highways are a thing of

• There must be ways of improving traffic

the past; focus should be on reducing traffic
on them, not building more. Need to reduce
demand, not increase supply

flows without major disruption, ruining the
area’s character and turning Wellington into
a city criss-crossed by motorways:

• Road building is not a sustainable transport

• How well used is the existing bus tunnel?
• How about an alternative route to the

option

• These are suburban streets, not a highway
• There are better options to reduce cars in
the city (via other focus areas, roundabout
improvements etc.)

airport via the Zoo and Melrose?

• Potential for more one way systems?
• What about tidal flows/ floating zones?

• All options are just moving the problem /
delaying the inevitable

• Not a combined regional picture on inter
connectivity
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Improving The State
Highway

}

Low Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

Note : Low option chosen because it is the least costly /
intrusive; a default option, not necessarily a positive choice

• Most realistic and achievable option; where

• Don’t want a city covered in motorways; will ruin the
character and uniqueness of Wellington

• Focus should be on reducing private vehicle use and
freeing up space for more productive (commercial) uses

• Assumption that adding road capacity is a good thing is
dated; can’t build out of congestion

• Congestion has traditionally followed SH improvements
eg. Kapiti Expressway

is the land, money going to come from for
the other options?

• Removing parking is easy and cheap to do
• Not as disruptive as other options

• Don’t want more cars / motorways; other
focus areas are the future of Wellington, not
more roads

• Reallocate SH capacity to high quality PT and walking /
cycling initiatives

• Clearways and reduced parking during peak times is
sensible (and cost effective)

• How will ‘tweaking’ the Basin Reserve work in reality?
• Separation of walkers / cyclists is a must
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Improving The State
Highway

}

Medium Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• Medium is the fall back position for those who

• Physical separation will be safer for all road

acknowledge there is a problem and something
needs to be done, but have reservations of the
impacts of the High option

• No point continuing to ‘tinker’, or you are just
moving the problem from one place to another

• Will achieve some results, but less costly and

users and improve traffic flow

• More achievable than High
• How necessary are new walking and cycling
facilities when more and safer crossing
points are the priority?

disruptive than High

• High is too invasive of city character and livability
• Low is not an option if you want to achieve
anything at all

• The challenge is balancing traffic needs with
heritage protection objective

• Traffic is the enemy of cyclists and walkers; their
needs are not catered for in this option

• Potentially very costly and disruptive
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Improving The State
Highway

}

High Intervention – Stakeholders and
Interested Public - feedback

• Long term vision; full solution is the only answer
• This is a road of national significance; Government funding support is expected
• Future proofing for future demand eg. when Transmission Gully is completed / population increases /
airport capacity increases

• A necessity; congestion is too high and we have to be able to get through and out of the city
• Will increase resilience in the system
• The Basin needs grade separation; a livable option; it is a choke point currently. This will benefit
cyclists and walkers too

• A 2nd Mt Vic tunnel and 4 lanes to Kilbirnie are urgently needed
• Conflict between cross traffic needs resolution eg. Victoria/Taranaki, Vivian/Karo

• Essential to facilitate private vehicle and freight access to airport
• Less traffic in the CBD will promote better environment for walkers / cyclists and better access to PT
• Most expensive option, but likely to have the most impact
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Improving The State
Highway

}

High Intervention – General Public feedback

• This option will make a big difference, especially in tandem with other focus areas
• Improved access to airport and southern/ eastern suburbs must be a priority
• But worry about impacts of high option eg. loss of housing, disruption and cost
• This is aspirational, but how realistic or achievable is it? eg. is there room for more walking, cycling, bus
facilities as well?
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Improving The State
Highway
• A broader perspective is required eg. Petone
to Grenada / north of CBD /access to
Wellington from SH2 as well:

• And what happens when the traffic gets
into town; impact on walkers and cyclists?
Will it mean more traffic in the CBD?

• Not an obvious solution for SH1; suspect it

•

will just reduce some pressure points;
where is the proof this will actually reduce
congestion?
Will it sort out the
bottlenecks?
There is no port access improvement option

}

Improving Understanding and Clarity feedback

• How future proof is it in reality?
• There are elephants in the room; separating
East / West from North / South and cost
(disruption and money)

• Will there be priority for freight and PT?
• Needs to work with PT not against;

a

dedicated public transport lane is important

• How will the construction be managed; have
the logistics been considered for what will be
major disruption for a long period?

• Mt Vic residents have (need) a better plan
for Basin layout
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Improving the State Highway - Impact on other
Transport Users - feedback
Road User

People who drive

People who walk

People who ride bikes

Potential Impacts
•
•

Faster and more direct route through the city
Justify driving; quicker and less stressful

•
•

Disruption during construction
Losing car parks along Vivian Street

•
•

Fewer cars is better for pedestrians
Separate and extra walking facilities will be safer (and more pleasant)

•

Depends on level / type of separation; walking through tunnels and under flyovers is
unpleasant when there is too much traffic

•
•

Physical separation is safer; segregated tunnels?
May encourage more cyclists

•

No negatives, providing cyclists needs are taken care of via a connected, holistic
approach
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Improving the State Highway - Impact on other
Transport Users - feedback
Road User

Goods and freight

Potential Impacts
•
•

Potentially less traffic on the Quays
Less congestion; quicker journey and delivery times

•

Delivery issues separate from SH issues; moving around the city, not the
SH so much
Not reducing the number of cars on the road

•
People who take
public
transport

•

Increased efficiency / decreased journey time if there are separate bus
facilities
Quicker through CBD if traffic drawn to SH1

•

Disruptions during construction

•
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Improving the State Highway – summary of
intervention preference - feedback

34

Key Themes
Active Walking and Cycling
35

You said we want

 Better connection with the
harbour and waterfront
 A more walkable city and a
central city less dominated
by cars
 A greater focus on cycling
infrastructure and
promotion, including better
safety

What’s happening now
 Laneways projects
 Urban Cycle Fund
developments on
Cobham Drive, Evans
Bay and Hutt Road

• A more attractive environment for walking through the central city and to/from
the waterfront
• Safer cycling facilities through the city on priority routes
• Enhanced urban spaces

High

Medium

Low
 Reduce waiting for
people crossing at
selected intersections

 Create cycle lanes on key
routes (eg. Tory St)
 Reduce waiting times for
people:

 accessing the waterfront
 crossing intersections
along priority walking
routes (eg. Cuba St)

 Lower the speed limit
on some streets in the
CBD to make it safer for  Widen footpaths at busy
locations
people who cycle and
walk
 More shared city spaces
 Lower CBD speed limit

 Create connected cycle
network – including
separated cycle lanes and
facilities

 Reallocate traffic capacity
on waterfront route for
walking and cycling
 Increase priority for people
walking throughout the
central city
 Remove traffic from
selected inner-city streets
 Lower speed limit in CBD

Active Walking and Cycling – What works? - feedback
• An important part of an overall solution; the city needs to consider all modes of travel / transport
• This is the future; it is a key area to address in order to move Wellington away from being a car oriented
city

• Supports demographic trends i.e. more inner city dwellers

• Aligns with ‘what you said you want’ / key surveying findings i.e. compactness; more pedestrian friendly
city, environment is important

• Should be positive outcomes and benefits; less traffic, healthier environment, a more walk-able city, more
active lifestyles

• Relatively easy to implement (vs. SH1 and Better Public Transport)
• May encourage more people to cycle / walk by allaying safety concerns and delays at key crossing points
• Walking aligns with PT
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Active Walking and Cycling – What doesn’t work? feedback

Overall, the outcomes are good and worthy, but some participants challenge how they will work in practice
eg. Wellington has topography and space issues.

• Limited scope and lacks creativity; will the whole city be connected? The plan needs to connect to more
parts of the city. It needs a broader focus than just waterfront; Wellington includes suburbs, the Northern
suburbs and the Miramar peninsular

• Too soon; cannot address until PT and SH1 improvements are addressed i.e. until cars have somewhere
else to go and/or the number of cars is reduced

• Logistics / how will it work in reality?
• Shared space will only work in low traffic areas; poor solution for busy routes
• Need separate cycle-ways; not ‘stuffing up’ the roads
• Important to acknowledge there will be trade off’s; planning / changes must be done on a street by
•

street basis
Does this fit with LGWM remit (unless referring to cycle ways through the city or pedestrians linking to
PT?)

• Pedestrians and cyclists don’t comply with the rules now and given more leeway/ a higher priority, this will
only get worse
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

Current Situation - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• Improvements are necessary, but not at the

• People choose to cycle even though Wellington is

expense of all other users

• Improvements for walkers and cyclists is
important, but need to be balanced against the
needs of the ‘wider’ community

• Obsession with lower speed limits is disliked,
especially when the average speed limit in
Wellington is so slow now

• No existing limitations; Wellington is a walkable
city now

• Car access to the CBD is important and must be
maintained

not a safe or easy city to cycle in. The rest of us
should not pay for the few who choose to cycle

• The city is walkable and attractive now, but the
footpaths, road crossing, lighting, shelter areas
etc. are poor – these are easy fixes versus other,
more expensive and invasive options

• More covered waiting areas at key intersections
would be a good start

• Need higher penalties for cars red light running
and not giving way to pedestrians when turning?
Drivers must be more aware of bikes / walkers and
vice versa (cyclists running lights and jay walking)

• Anti-car ‘ideals’ may contribute to greater
frustrations / congestion for car drivers’. Further
restrictions on cars will only increase problems
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Active Walking and Cycling
Stakeholders / Interested Public

• Supports non and anti-cyclists / walkers

}

Low Intervention - feedback
General Public

• Simple, non invasive option

concerns and only pays lip service to making
any real improvements i.e. cycling is not safe
in Wellington / cyclists do not use cycle ways

• Reducing speed is safer for all road users;

• Do not want reduced traffic lanes if other

• Improving safety of current walkers / cyclists

measures are not taken

• No need to reduce speeds … they are slow
already

cars included (but how necessary is it given
the traffic is slow now anyway?)
is more achievable than promoting
encouraging more to do so. Most of those
who want to walk and cycle do so now

• Concern that insufficient shared spaces will
create more problems and frustrations

• Any amendments are good, but has to be
balanced against strategic vehicle and bus
flows

• How will reduced waiting times at crossings
impact on traffic flows?
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

Medium Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• A better balance / trade off for a variety of road

• Achievable and realistic without adversely

users; the high option is too extreme

affecting other transport modes

• More a continuation of what is happening now

• Balance is improving safety and accessibility to the

than radical changes; more achievable / realistic
than High option

waterfront for cyclists / walkers without slowing
through traffic; space is an issue

• Difficult to argue against potentially positive

• Cycle lanes must be separate from traffic; eg.

outcomes:

• Less noise / traffic
• A healthier and more pleasant environment
• A more attractive city

• But how will it work in reality?

• Is there room for more PT, cycle ways and
transport?

• Are separated bus lanes a real possibility?
• What impact will reduced crossing times have
on traffic flows?

planters, not just painted lines

• Wider footpaths will make walking more
comfortable and safer, but will it narrow the road?

• We are all pedestrians at some stage;
improvements will benefit people across the board

• Some investment is needed now, but important
not to go all out until the impacts are known i.e.
improved safety and/or more people walking and
cycling
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

High Intervention – Stakeholders and
Interested Public - feedback

• Reducing traffic in CBD / inner city is ideal:

• CBD should be people focused, provided businesses / occupants can be serviced
• Multiple benefits as a result of reducing the number (and speed) of private vehicles:
• Health – exercise – gains

• A more walkable city; a more connected waterfront
• Better for tourists and inner city dwellers
• Currently Wellington is a hard infrastructure for cyclists and walkers. The situation should improve if:

• Bikes are separated from pedestrians and traffic
• There are clearly designated cycle ways
• There is more space for walkers and cyclists

• Currently, there is too much focus on the waterfront:
• Reallocation along other roads is more realistic
• Must work for everybody; from toddlers to the elderly, not just ‘athletes’
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

High Intervention – General Public feedback

• Divided / separated dedicated cycle lanes would promote more cycling; they need their own safe space
• Must be done in conjunction with other focus areas to reduce cars
• Impacts on other road users are a concern
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

Improving Understanding and Clarity feedback

• More overt alignment with Traffic Demand tools:

• Disincentivise private car users / diesel vehicles
• Address excessive parking
• Carrots and sticks to make single car commuting less attractive
• Focus more on getting walkers and cyclists into the CBD:
• Protect cycle-ways on arterial routes
• Better provision along SH2
• Improve existing cycle-ways; remove glass, potholes
• Better alignment with PT; bike and pram racks, parking for bikes
• Has to work in conjunction with PT and SH1; less cars in CBD means more room for pedestrians and cyclists

• Good urban planning and land use is critical - density done well – Wellington is a compact city with competing
demands for land and road use
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Active Walking and Cycling

}

Improving Understanding and Clarity feedback continued

• Active travel is more than walking and cycling:
• Scooters/ skateboarders / runners
• A longer term vision for increased demand on bikes / e-bikes is needed
• Propose how to deal with high speed / dangerous cyclists who disobey the road rules?
• Safety concerns must be addressed:

• There is still a six lane highway between CBD and waterfront
• Conflict between cyclists and walkers and traffic
• Walking safely includes more lighting, improved / wider footpaths, more shelter belts, physical barriers
away from traffic, over and under paths for walkers / cyclists so they do not mix with the traffic

• People need separation from traffic and fast cyclists and longer crossing times at the lights
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Active Walking & Cycling - Impact on Other Transport
Users - feedback
Road User

People driving

People walking

People riding bikes

Potential Impacts
•
•
•

Motorbikes and scooters may potentially be exempt?
OK if done in conjunction with other actions eg. improvements to SH1
Separating cars and bikes / pedestrians reducing conflict and stress

•

All bad if actions taken in isolation and result in less room / more congestion for cars;
longer journey times

•
•
•

May encourage reduced car ownership
Supports intensification - higher population - in the central city
Better connections to suburbs and key points (airport, city and sea)

•

Not far or bold enough; a missed opportunity to create a city for the future

•
•
•
•
•

Encourage more cyclists if it is easier and safer to ride; removing ‘barriers’
Potentially quicker than cars / PT (if good linkages are there)
Less conflict between cyclists and other modes of transport
Health benefits
Reflects and supports increased number and variety of people cycling eg. for sport /
commuter / shopping / electric bikes

•
•

None if done well
But, shared walking and cycling routes have drawbacks
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Active Walking and Cycling - Impact on Other
Transport Users - feedback
Road User

Goods and freight

People who take public
transport

Potential Impacts
•
•
•

Reduced number of cars is a bonus
Businesses can capitalize/ add value eg. home delivery
Freight loading / unloading exceptions (from traffic-free city streets); will still be
loading zones / delivery times

•
•

Less space for freight
May impact on revenue (if unable to deliver when customer wants)

•
•
•

Overwhelming positive / advantages
Walking and PT are symbiotic
Help to normalize PT and walking/cycling (mixed mode of travelling)

•
•
•

Limited options to take bikes on PT
Potential conflict between buses and pedestrians and cyclists; need to be separated
Poor / limited facilities currently eg. bus shelters / hubs / bus stops poorly placed etc.
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Active Walking and Cycling – summary of intervention
preference - feedback

48

Key Themes
Managing Travel Demand
49

You said you want
 Less congestion
 Fewer cars in the CBD

What’s happening now
 Information, education,
promotion activities
aimed at:
 Changing travel
behaviour
 Reducing single occupant
car use – eg.
Lets Carpool
Pedal Ready
Bike to work
Walk to work
School Travel Plans
Project Glow Wear

• People drive less, travel outside peak times, share vehicles more
• More people switch to walking, cycling, and public transport
• Fewer private vehicles in the central city – especially during peak hours

Low

Medium
 Everything in “low”,
plus:

High
 Everything in “low” and
“medium”, plus:

 Charge people to:
 Improve real-time
 drive vehicles into or
information for all travel  Greater parking
through the central
modes
controls and/or charges
city and/or
 use the road
 Increase investment in
network at peak
programmes to
times
influence when and how
people travel

Managing Travel Demand – What works? - feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are positive and proactive steps to reduce congestion and peak hour traffic in certain areas

A cost effective way to solve traffic and infrastructure problems; better than building things
Acknowledges parking / congestion is a serious issue
Will improve peoples’ health; less stress, more walking, interacting with others
Will improve the environment; less pollution
Parking restrictions / charges are cost effective and relatively easy to implement vs. infrastructure changes
Aligns with PT and Active Walking and Cycling i.e. encourage greater use of PT and active travel
Can use the money raised to reinvest in Wellington (other focus areas)

Can learn from other world cities who have implemented these measures
Existing measures sound promising, but what are they? They need better communication
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Managing Travel Demand – What doesn’t work? - feedback
• Behaviour change is difficult and takes a long time:
• Flexi time and single occupancy driving don’t always work in practice
• Needs a combination of encouragement (carrots) and sticks
• How will real time information manage travel demand i.e. get people out of cars?
• Baby steps; how much impact will these measures have in reality?
• i.e. until car travel is considerably more expensive and inconvenient than any other option?

• People need other options:
•
•
•
•

Alignment and focus on PT and active modes
More affordable PT
Doesn’t relate to how people mix and match choices; cycle to bus, then travel on bus
More Park and Ride facilitates / solutions to counteract less parking in the CBD
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Managing Travel Demand – What doesn’t work? – feedback
continued

• Lacks creativity; weekday vs. weekend / half vs. full day parking options / incentivise private car parking
development

• Excessive:
•
•
•
•
•

Congestion is only a problem at certain times in certain areas
Parking restrictions are a competitive disadvantage for retail; plan should not stifle economic activity
Unfair if there are no alternatives; punitive charging if people have no choice
Challenge the logistics of congestion charging; residents? couriers? business owners? People who
travel for their job? People who live in the southern suburbs who have to get out
How will the situation be policed?

• Unclear where the central city is; do people choose to drive through there now?
• And when are the peak times especially at the weekend when the central city is busy all the time
• Will these measures simply push the problem elsewhere; i.e. will people create rat runs to avoid the city
centre?
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Managing Travel Demand

}

Current Situation - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• Concern that reality of the situation –

• No options are ideal; they are of

likelihood of success – is being ignored

• Cannot address until PT and SH1 are done
• Improved PT will self manage city congestion
• Needs more data on movement of cars and
city data

questionable value in terms of improving
traffic flows and may mean significantly
more cost and inconvenience for car drivers

• Changing driver behaviour / attitudes is also
important i.e. increase patience and courtesy

• Car pooling is good in theory, but people
must be prepared to make it work i.e.
biggest advantage of cars is not waiting
around / choosing when and where to travel

• Improving PT and the SH will be more
effective
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Managing Travel Demand

}

Low Intervention - feedback

Stakeholders / Interested Public

General Public

• All options lack creativity and lateral thinking
• This is the most palatable option; the others

• Real time information needs to be

punish, control and are unfair ... but it is too
lightweight

• Real time info is of questionable value
• Don’t support increased parking charges or
charging to enter CBD

• Medium/high not acceptable to the average
Kiwi

• Gains are too few with medium and high
options

• There is only so much that can be influenced
• There has to be care not to slow economic
activity

accessible remotely – not just once on the
road / at the station

• Improved online information / app
• People are wedded to their cars; many will
drive at any cost which just penalises the rest
of us when we have to drive / park in the city

• Encouraging businesses to offer more
flexible working hours may help

• But, how achievable is behaviour change in
reality; service industries have set hours,
school hours, train timetables etc?
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Managing Travel Demand
Stakeholders / Interested Public

• Positive initiative; possibly less congestion in

}

Medium Intervention - feedback
General Public

• No additional comments/ perspectives

CBD

• Parking restrictions will help:
• Weekend charging to free up the streets

•
•

(a first step?)
And, reducing parking (during peak
times?)
Shorter parking times, not less parking
space?

• But will it achieve transport transformation?
• More palatable than high option:
• Road user charges are a big step
• Dislike charging
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Managing Travel Demand

}

High Intervention – Stakeholders and
Interested Public - feedback

• Supportive of the outcomes:
• If don’t fix through capacity, will need another strong signal to manage congestion
• Driving is a choice; people can still choose to drive and pay
• Charging is logical:
• Financial (parking and user charge) disincentive is the most effective option to change peak demand
• Using pricing to allocate a scarce resource (parking and road space) works in other parts of the world
•
•

eg. London and Singapore
Supportive of user pays
Information/ education and encouragement alone doesn’t work

• This is better than building things
• Hasn’t been tried before; what’s happening now is having little effect, so charging is probably the most
practical

• But, where is the central city? How do you avoid it? What are the alternatives?
• PT (and other key services / groups) will need to be exempt
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Managing Travel Demand

}

High Intervention – General Public feedback

• Charging people to come into the CBD and raising parking costs is unacceptable:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impact on PT; PT will not be able to cope
Unfair and inequitable system on those who have to drive to or for their work; social injustice
What about tourists, residents, business owners?
Carrots (incentivising car pooling) rather than sticks are preferred
Punishes those who have to come into the central city; others try to avoid congested areas if they can
Will keep people out of entertainment and shopping district; people will go to Hutt or Porirua
Likely to be a very unpopular move – potential unintended consequences (political ramifications
“Charge me to conduct my business in the city. No thanks. I’ll go elsewhere.”

• Some support for charging but only if:
• Viable alternatives are provided; PT or SH option which bypass the city
• Better parking in the regions to encourage people to catch the train
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Managing Travel Demand

}

Improving Understanding and Clarity feedback

• Have all other options been considered?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transit Lanes / bus lanes etc (as per Auckland)
Hidden subsidies to car users need to go eg. free parking (high cost of free parking’ – Donald Shoup)
‘Car share’ (zip cars)
More encouragement to work from home; telecommute / hub based work

Reallocate road space to more efficient vehicles; bus lanes
Reference to / implement WCD sustainable hierarchy
Must have good PT to compensate – accessible, affordable and including a complete rail spine
Needs a holistic overview; eg. one MTD option is live/work/play in the same place eg. city living greater density
How can school traffic be sorted
Support other options eg. hirable electric cars / alternative toll roads / connected ferry services
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Managing Travel Demand - Impact on Other Transport
Users - feedback
Road User

People driving

People walking

Potential Impacts
•
•
•

Advantages if less congestion; reduced journey times and more fun to drive
Real-time information (intelligent signage) to help plan and inform journey times
Maybe advantages if done in conjunction with Better Public Transport

•
•
•
•

Anti-vehicle
Equity issues; charging for parking and driving
What if there are no choices / alternatives?
Reduced parking a concern; it is limited now

•

•

Less traffic is a plus for walkers … but, suspect Better Public Transport will have more
positive impacts for walkers
Pedestrians aren’t charged for walking / coming into the CBD

•

No disadvantages
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Managing Travel Demand - Impact on Other Transport
Users - feedback
Road User

People riding bikes

Potential Impacts
Less traffic is good for bikes; easier and safer
Less conflicts and lower speed of traffic are a benefit
No disadvantages

Goods and freight

They are not commuters; don’t have to travel at peak times
Assume congestion charge would be cheaper / free during off-peak times, or there will be
special rates for freight
Extra cost will be on-charged to customer
Struggle with parking now
Fewer cars means faster journey times
Revenue raised can be used to improve PT

People taking public
transport

Drawbacks if Better Public Transport is not implemented before / simultaneously, it will
be more crowded than now
Taxis, car sharers etc. may be disadvantaged
What about Courier bikes / motorbikes?
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Managing travel demand – summary of intervention
preference - feedback

62

Focus Areas
Interdependencies
63

Interdependencies – presented to Workshop

Developing an integrated multi-modal approach means:

• We need to consider all of the focus areas together
• We would like to explore for each focus area how the other focus areas
relate to it :

• What has to happen in the other focus areas to enable this to
happen?

• What opportunities are there?
• What things might be hindered?
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Interdependencies - the focus areas do not work in isolation –
they are connected to and dependent on each other presented to the Workshop

Active transport
improvements
(walking &
cycling)

Better public
transport

State highway
improvements

Managing travel
demand
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Interdependencies
•

Participants generally understand that Wellington’s
transport problems are complicated and multi-faceted

•

Stakeholders, in particular, understand that the
solution must take into account all the needs of the
city’s transport users … but view their own needs as
paramount

•

The general public’s frame of reference is more
focused on their own personal needs/experiences and,
even when pushed, some find it hard to put
themselves in other peoples’ shoes

•

The interested public have strong, personal agendas,
but are better able to understand and appreciate the
wider issues (than the general public) and to take a
more balanced perspective (than key stakeholders)

}

Feedback – spontaneous comments

Active
walking
& cycling

Better Public
Transport

Improving
the
State
Highway

Managing
Travel Demand

[Interdependencies are not a new idea, but it is not a term
the general or interested public are necessarily familiar
with]
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Interdependencies in a wider context - feedback
•

Participants know that Wellington’s transport issues are not unique to the ‘Ngauranga to the Airport’
transport space; this is only part of the Wellington transport story.

•

And that transport is only part of the Wellington region story.

•

Stakeholders are well informed and are more understanding of the interdependencies and balance
required going forward.

•

The general public, on the other hand, are less well informed what the issues are beyond their own
frame of reference, who LGWM is or where they fit into the bigger picture; transport and regionally

•

The interested public are better informed (than the general public), but do not all have the same
depth of knowledge of impacts and implications of decision making as the key stakeholders

•

Communication by LGWM is important to:

•

Illustrate LGWM is acting as part of a much bigger whole.

•

Show LGWM is not working in a vacuum.

•

Demonstrate they are part of an overall vision for Wellington; including Kapiti and the Hutt Valley.
17

Key issues / questions for all focus areas - feedback
Interdependencies aside, participants raised common concerns / questions for all focus areas. Specifically,
they wanted:

• Evidence that other options have been considered and the reasons why they have not been chosen.

• Reassurance that a clear investigation and identification of land and planning constraints has been
undertaken.

• Evidence of what data has been collected and how this has been analysed eg. motivations of what users
need/want eg. some general public were not convinced Wellington has a real congestion problem.

• Clear goals and (measureable) objectives for each option.
• How each option aligns with the LGWM goals and principles.
• Proof of a connected and holistic approach.
Demonstrating how LGWM is part of a wider, regional (national) programme is important, as
people think it is naive to assume any one solution will work in isolation.
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Interdependencies - Better Public Transport Underpins
all other focus areas - feedback
Improving the State Highway
• Increased road space and less
congestion on key routes will
increase reliability and reduce
journey times for PT
• Remove bottle necks which
impact on PT as well

Active Cycling and Walking

Managing Travel Demand

• Natural bedfellows
• Pedestrians must have safe and
easy access to PT and good
connections
• Needs to be a heightened
awareness of walkers and
cyclists
• A lot of people are already
walking and cycling in the Hub
areas eg. Kilbirnie – there are
opportunities to develop
linkages further
• But is there room for Better
Public Transport and cycle /
walk ways?

• Stagger demand , so buses have
more capacity; Gold Cards,
Student fares etc.
• And more road space during
peak times
• Better Public Transport may
reduce need for more extreme
Travel Demand Management
options
• Better Public Transport has to
be in place /an option for
people who do not want to or
cannot afford to drive
• Manage growth in traffic from
the North (and suburbs)
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Interdependencies - Better Public Transport - feedback
Opportunities it may unlock
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Removing conflict points with other modes of transport
Greater discussion / awareness of ‘sharing the road’
Faster and more reliable access to wider destinations
Rebalanced, less car dependent, city
Success builds success; a Better Public Transport system
will encourage increased use, more income for
reinvestment, less cars, and an improved (safer)
environment for walking and cycling
Retailers and tourists will benefit
Bring Wellington into line with other international cities;
become a ‘real’ capital city
SH1 will improve; may not need upgrades?

What things might hinder
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transition period will be painful; may put people off
Wellington’s unique character – there are a significant
number of jobs in central city, but the rail corridor does
not extend into the CBD and it is inconvenient to change
Affordability; infrastructure and fares
Peoples attraction to cars and aversion to PT; behavior
change is difficult
Perceived inconvenience; ticketing, timetable, routes etc.
Perceived unsafe; accessing if center running and
travelling at night
Commuting by car continuing to be cheaper and more
convenient
Lack of a holistic, region wide vision; how will people get
to the city
Poor service; reliability, frequency, comfort, capacity etc.;
Existing infrastructure; shelters, hubs are not 21st century
Nor is the travel experience eg. no Wi-Fi
Bus drivers … staffing issues/poor customer service
Diesel buses are smelly, noisy and impact on the
environment
Parking will disappear; it is in short supply now
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Interdependencies - Improving the State Highway is not
overly dependent on other improvements - feedback
Better Public Transport

Active Cycling and Walking

Managing Travel Demand

• Greater use of PT will mean less
cars (whether improvements
made to SH1 or not)
• Will be important initially to
reduce cars around construction
sites
• Increased capacity for /
separation of buses will mean a
faster and more reliable
commute
• Continuous bus lanes all the
way to the airport will decrease
travel times
• Increased connectivity; road and
rail in the regions; Park and
Ride, more frequent and cost
effective
• Dedicated PT lanes

• Better crossing points to
separate cars from bikes /
walkers
• Cycle ways must be designed by
cyclists; the cycle way on Caro
Drive is not done well
• Must enable bikes and walkers
to access all parts of the city
safely and efficiently
• Has to be safe passage through
the tunnel/s

• Manage demand so the corridor
doesn’t clog up and any gains
will be lost
• And to deal with increased
traffic from the North; these are
inevitable once improvements
are complete and region grows
• Managing less room available
for cars
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Interdependencies - Improving the State Highway - feedback
Opportunities it may unlock
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principles are ambitious; shows confidence in a positive future for Wellington
Reduced congestion; freeing up the CBD for people who want / need to be there
Faster and more predictable passage through Wellington
Enable people to get to key destination more quickly and reliably (airport, hospital, sports and swimming
facilities) especially during weekends when travel times are unpredictable
Improve all day access
Cleaner / safer passage for cyclists and pedestrians
Tourism benefits – encourage to cycle / walk – if streets are safer
Easier to manage travel demand
Improved PT; unlock cross town routes and express routes to the airport
Easier access to Southern and Eastern Suburbs
Additional park / urban space if done well eg. Arras tunnel
Done well, can solve the traffic problem, increase urban space AND increase the sense of community (Arras
tunnel example above)
Future proofing for regional growth and development; do it once well
Potential scale of upheaval and disruption during construction may encourage people to use other modes
Reduce traffic in other areas eg. Oriental bay
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Interdependencies - Improving the State Highway - feedback
What things might hinder
• Public backlash; lack of perceived benefit
• Huge emotional and personal impacts; serious impact on people’ lives during and after construction;
residents, school pupils, businesses
• Demolition of houses and businesses
• Perceived lack of data to be able to make these estimates / decisions eg. what routes are congested and when
• Indecisiveness; things will only get worse
• Wellington road infrastructure; it is inappropriate to have a SH in the middle of a city
• Road focus at the expense of considering other options eg. Ferries or a Mass Transit option
• Resilience eg. earthquakes and flooding
• May create impediments for other modes eg. cycling and walking
• Inner city car parking crisis; more competition, people driving in earlier, impact on outer suburbs
• Cost; at the expense of everything else / all other improvements
• Disconnect between the city if executed poorly; cut the city in half
• Ongoing competition for road space; private cars, PT and goods/freight
• Logistical and planning nightmare eg. how will emergency services cope during construction?
• Still impacted by regional wide issues; SH1 and SH2 issues outside of the city
• Does not align with other interactions like demand management i.e. objective is to get more traffic through
• A huge PR, engagement and education exercise before anything decided or started
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Interdependencies - Active Cycling and Walking - feedback

Improving the State Highway

Better Public Transport

Managing Travel Demand

• Will get cars off the roads in
CBD
• Safer and less congested space
for walkers / cyclists (and PT)
• Need an alternative route
through the city, to create space
for bikes and walker
• And safe crossing points which
do not impede traffic flow
• Trenching the road – like the
Arras tunnel – preferred option

Are natural bedfellows, but PT can
do more to facilitate multi-modal
use eg:
• Bike/ pram racks
• Park and Ride
• Better links and connections

• Less traffic is better for cyclists /
walkers
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Interdependencies - Active Cycling and Walking - feedback

Opportunities it may unlock
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism growth
Create higher quality urban space
Encourage more use of PT (if walking / cycling links are made easier)
Economic growth; better for shopping
Increased social interaction
More buskers / art
Improved health benefits
Cycling would feel safer if more people were cycling
Encourage more women to cycle
Future proofing as traffic, inevitably, gets worse
More opportunities for street festivals / events eg. Cuba Dupa, Lux
Encourages a more vibrant and connected CBD
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Interdependencies - Active Cycling and Walking - feedback

What things might hinder
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On street parking
Freight and service delivery
Construction site access
Health and safety policies may prevent people from using bikes eg. BECA, OPUS
General public attitudes and behavior; support for cars
Will need to actively take space from cars; potential backlash?
Cyclists are a minority; their needs should not be over-represented
Cost; is it worth it? Will it make that much difference?
Unsuitable for all people eg. elderly / mums and little kids
Closing streets affects free flow of traffic; moves the problem elsewhere
Economic viability of the city must be maintained - retailers fear they may lose business … even though
shoppers rarely park right outside
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Interdependencies - Managing Travel Demand - feedback

Improving the State Highway

Active Cycling and Walking

• Traffic will be able to avoid CBD; • Better facilities to support
go around not through
walkers and cyclists, including
Wellington
bike carriage and storage, park
• If done well, will not need
and ride, shelters, hubs etc.
demand management as the
CBD will be emptier

Better Public Transport
• A cheaper and better PT
system, including investment in
Park and Ride etc.
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Interdependencies - Managing Travel Demand - feedback
Opportunities it may unlock
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using learning and experience from other cities
Better land-use management
Increased economic value from CBD
Better use of road space; including for PT
Environmental benefits; less carbon dioxide and reduce climate debt
Create an environment for entrepreneurial innovation eg. job opportunities within the transport system
Improved city environment; quieter, cleaner, emptier
Less stress
Revenue collected can be reinvested in infrastructure (tunnels) and PT
Improved efficiencies for PT i.e. economies of scale
More freedom on PT routes; in and beyond CBD
Health benefits; people moving to walking and cycling
Safer environment for walkers and cyclists
May be less need for other high level actions (PT / SH1) if successful
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Interdependencies - Managing Travel Demand - feedback
What things might hinder
• Credibility - there will need to be a compelling Wellington story for people to buy into; eg. problems in a wider
context (regional growth, more jobs and people coming into the CBD, health implications), how interventions
will solve, trials as part of consultation
• Identify and acknowledge risks and consequences for different users and how these will be addressed
• Habits/ learned behavior are hard to change
• School times are fixed
• Impacts on those least able to pay; elderly, vulnerable, low income families
• Impact on where businesses are prepared to invest
• User pays system benefit the wealthier at the expense of the poor
• Unclear / confusing information about structures and systems i.e. costs / times / locations / exemptions
• Lack of understanding of the journeys people make and the reasons why
• Revenue collected may be insufficient to invest in significant infrastructure changes
• Unintended consequences; removal of pressure in Wellington CBD may create pressures in other city suburbs
• Economic impact; people who shop in CBD may go elsewhere; “Will kill Wellington off.”
• How do people evacuate the city quickly eg. post earthquake?
• Businesses may find it harder to find staff especially minimum wage in retail / hospitality
• Businesses will pass on costs / charges to customers
• Cost of implementation and potential public backlash
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Summary and Conclusions
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UMR Conclusions - from Workshop feedback
Better Public Transport – preferred option
overall
•

The lynchpin for getting people out of their
cars

•
•

•

Improvements to the State Highway – has much
support, but is more divisive
•

And for supporting Active Transport
Improvements

Crucial for moving people quickly and
efficiently around the city; especially those
whose destination is not the CBD

•

But PT is more than just the Golden Mile; this
is only the nucleus – PT starts in Masterton /
Palmerston North and finishes on the South
Coast

Moving cars out of the CBD has spin off
benefits for PT and Active Transport
Improvements

 But at what ‘cost’; dollars, upheaval, lost
homes etc.?

And there are multiple supporting and
integrated activities which must happen in
tandem

 And what will be sacrificed?

Light railway is an emotive topic (for those pro and against it).
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UMR Conclusions - from Workshop feedback
Active Transport Improvements
• The outcomes are very worthy and have
potential quality of life, health, sustainability
spin-offs

• But would the measures encourage more
people to switch to walking and cycling?
• How realistic are they in a city with the
geographic and space limitations of Wellington?
• And without reducing the numbers of cars first
(Better Public Transport and SH1)?
• How believable? There is not enough room for
extra cycle lanes and bus lanes, even if the
number of cars is reduced
• Doesn’t address issues of people travelling
through Wellington. or those travelling from
outer suburban/regional areas

Managing Travel Demand
• The outcomes are worthy and the actions are
not overly invasive
• The measures are likely to be more cost
effective and timely than Better Public
Transport or SH1 improvements and can
happen now
• Measures could work alongside or in tandem
with other focus areas

• But, how effective will they be in reality?
• Congestion charging is an emotive and divisive
issue and raises many questions: Where is the
CBD? What about goods, freight and couriers
and people who just want to go through? And,
charging may not be necessary if PT and SH1
improvements are done well
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UMR Conclusions - from Workshop feedback
• Most participants acknowledge Wellington’s traffic and congestion problems (and the implications of
these) and accept that ‘something has to happen’ to improve congestion and driving in the city.

• They also recognise that the LGWM team has a very difficult task balancing stakeholder and
community requirements.

• Key stakeholders and member organisations, in particular, are knowledgeable, well informed and have
a vested interest (business and personal) in getting Wellington moving. However, some have
entrenched viewpoints / agendas, which are difficult to persuade them from or to encourage them to
consider an alternative viewpoint or a multi-pronged solution. They speak for their shareholders,
customers, stakeholders, employees, but not necessarily for themselves.

• The interested public are also knowledgeable and informed, but this tends to be more limited to their
own sphere of interest or cause (than their stakeholder counterparts). And, while they are very
passionate and committed to this, most wear more than one ‘hat’ and are better able and willing to
listen to or consider other peoples’ perspectives. For example, a cyclist might drive, walk and catch
public transport on occasion. Drivers have to walk sometimes, as do people who used public
transport.
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UMR Conclusions - from Workshop feedback
• The general public’s frame of reference is primarily driven by their own personal circumstances. While
they bemoan traffic congestion or PT cancellations, they are less convinced of the problems, their
shorter and longer term impacts on Wellington and possible solutions, than stakeholders or interested
public. For example, some feel Wellington is an attractive, walkable and liveable city now and doesn’t
need money spending to improve this further, while others commented that traffic is only ‘that bad’
during rush hour or as result of extreme events and that the proposed solutions are over the top; “A
sledgehammer to crack a nut.”

• Notwithstanding, many in the general public Workshop were pragmatic and, while they challenge if
some interventions are necessary, still opted for the highest intervention options, as these make more
sense than taking a short term view or ‘tinkering around the edges’, which might necessitate more
spending and disruption in the future.
• Stakeholders, the interested and general public are all at different stages, in terms of their interest and
knowledge of the topic and their understanding of the wider and personal impacts of decisions made.
• Regardless of this, all want and expect to see and hear any programme told as a compelling narrative,
including:
• Strong evidence; facts and figures;
• Proof that LGWM have thoroughly investigated all options and the implications of these;
• A demonstration how it fits in with the overall vision for Wellington.
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Going Forward
•

Participants - from the most knowledgeable and informed stakeholders and interested public, to the
least interested and informed members of the general public – mostly recognise (and accept) there
will be compromises ahead:

•

Not everyone will get what they want or what they feel is warranted

•

The region (country) cannot afford, and Wellington’s relatively small population cannot justify, the
significant investment and infrastructure changes needed to achieve a total solution

•

Crucial is a coordinated, integrated and future proof strategy, which reflects the LGWM key objectives
and is underpinned by the guiding principles, encourages economic growth and development and
will:

•

Achieve the immediate and long term outcomes required (needed) for the city / region

•

Achieve significant gains for Wellington (and wider) residents, commuters and visitors

•

Avoid more upheaval / cost in the future

•

Disadvantage as few people as possible
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The End
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